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5 Co-producing knowledge and political 
legitimacy 
Comparing life form patent controversies in 
Europe and the United States 

Shobita Parthasarathy 

Human embryonic stem cells (hESCs), one of the most promising but con
troversial technologies developed in recent decades, are patentable in the 
United States but not in Europe. Why? Both jurisdictions have similar criteria 
for patentability, both aim to stimulate innovation and economic growth, and 
both have experienced intense controversy over the ethics and patentability of 
hESC research. Legal scholars tend to explain the difference by focusing on 
Europe's ordre public clause, which excludes from patentability inventions 
deemed contrary to public policy or morality. However, this explanation falls 
short. While the ordre public clause has proven important in European bio
technology patent policy, it has long existed in European legal documents to 
little practical effect. Moreover, US patent law also contains a public morality 
doctrine, as ruled by the US Supreme Court in 1817. Explanations narrowly 
focused on the clause thus beg the key questions: Why did European law 
making and patent evaluation evolve in a manner that allowed those con
cerned about the ethics of biotechnology effectively to use the ordre public 
clause to shape patent policy? Why in the case of the United States have 
similar ethical concerns failed to give rise to comparable changes in the patent 
system? 

In explaining the divergent evolution of US and European patent law, a co
productionist lens is helpful. Sheila Jasanoff (2004, 2) developed the co
productionist idiom to help explain how "the ways in which we know and 
represent the world (both nature and society) are inseparable from the ways in 
which we choose to live in it." She argues further that cross-national com
parison, by putting knowledge making and society making side by side, is 
particularly useful for unraveling the mechanisms, processes and con
sequences of co-production. Her analyses of chemicals policy in the United 
States and Europe (Jasanoff 1986; Brickman et al. 1985) showed how different 
understandings of risk were coupled with different approaches to considering 
and evaluating knowledge and expertise. She would later argue, focusing on 
the regulation of biotechnology in the United States and Europe, that citizens 
in different contexts employ different "civic epistemologies" - institutionalized 
practices by which they "test knowledge claims used as a basis for making 
collective choices" (Jasanoff 2007). Extending her work, other scholars have 
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also identified cross-national differences that, as they shape science and tech
nology, also produce differences in definitions of risk, disease and even the 
category of th.e "patient''. (Daemmrich 2004; Parthasarathy 2007). 

Co-production analysis offers two important insights for evaluating the 
comparative US and European debates over hESC patents. First, it highlights 
that knowledge and social order are made together. In the case of the patent 
systems, as well as the broader constellations of market and political actors 
that converged on them during the hESC patent debates, this chapter will 
sho:V. that a~ the set of social and moral considerations at stake in patent 
d.ec1~10ns s~1fted, so too did the forms of knowledge that were considered 
~1gnificant m making those decisions. Second, and in some sense more 
~mport~ntl~, co-production focuses on processes of making, especially in the 
mteract10mst variant favored by Jasanoff (2004) and emphasized in this 
vol~me. Throu~~ their interactions, European policy and patent officials, sci
entists and activists co-produced over time a new legal-moral order for bio
tech~ol~gy patents. It was fashioned around a novel interpretation and 
apph~at1?n ~f the ordre public clause, alongside new kinds of knowledge and 
new mstitut!onal processes and practices for deploying and applying that 
k.nowledge, rn order to provide an evidentiary basis for European patent offi
cials to eva~ua~e what 'ordre public' would mean with regard to any given 
patent application. By contras.t, in the United States, interactions among 
those same. actors served to remforce over time a very different legal-moral 
ord~r f~r b10te~hnology patents - one focused on constituting property and 
fashionrng efficient markets for the products of life sciences companies. 

The c~apter thus argues that despite their many similarities, practitioners in 
the. Umte.d States .and Europe have built different biotechnology patent 
~egrrnes .with ve~ different commitments with regard to both what the public 
mte~est is r~gardmg the role of the patent system in governing technology and 
servmg society, and how to evaluate public interest claims on the patent 
syste~. The US patent system's approach can be defined as market making. 
In this approach, ~arkets. are assumed to be tools for achieving society's 
goal~ ~nd thu~ creatmg social benefit. The patent system's role in serving the 
public .mterest ts to create efficient markets for commodifiable, socially beneficial 
mventions by certifying these inventions so that they can enter the market 
capt~re market share, avoid unfair competition, and generate not only eco~ 
nom~c g.rowth b~t also societal benefit (e.g., through medical or agricultural 
apphcati.on). This ~pproach encourages the granting of patents, with the 
assumpti?n t~at do1~g so will increase the number of and competition among 
cornmodified mvent10ns that generate social benefit. Market efficiency is thus 
a ~ey concern, so if a patent hinders markets, as opposed to enhancing them, 
this runs counter to the system's public purpose. Ethics, by contrast does not 
e~ter in~o c?nsider~tion, because the patent system is concerned ~nly with 
stimulating mnovat10n and commodifying inventions; questions about whe
ther particular innovations are socially beneficial are issues to be settled by 
market forces (perhaps aided by criminal law or health and safety regulations, 
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etc.) as a later step. This orientation privileges legal and scientific knowledge, 
which are used to create and maintain reliable rules for the market, and the 
experiential expertise of patent agents, patent lawjers and innovators (usually 
industrial actors) who possess knowledge about how the market works on a 
day-to-day basis. Embedded in the focus on these three forms of knowledge is 
a definition of political legitimacy focused on procedural objectivity, trans
parency in the system's rules, narrow domain scope, and tendencies toward 
minimal involvement and incremental change. 

By contrast, the European patent system increasingly has come to see its 
role as market shaping. In this approach, markets function not just as tools of 
society but as part of its constitutive fabric and thus part of the construction 
of public order. The European patent system began in the same place as its 
US counterpart, as an institution to create innovation incentives and certify 
cornmodifiable inventions, thus helping establish markets. Over time, however, 
it has increasingly sought to identify circumstances in which subjecting 
inventions to market forces is detrimental to society, and takes responsibility 
for acting in those circumstances. This approach also privileges legal, scien
tific and experiential knowledge, but as we shall see, its responsibilities have 
opened it to other formal and informal knowledge systems that provide evi
dence regarding public morality. With this epistemological approach, parti
cularly when viewed in a broader context of an emerging Europe, political 
legitimacy comes from procedural objectivity and transparency, broad 
responsiveness and openness to the public, and recognizing flexible jurisdic
tional boundaries that are part of an overall apparatus focused on governing 
technology. 

The evolution of these approaches from different epistemological debates, 
approaches to political legitimacy and decision making has taken shape in 
contests over the patenting of life forms, beginning in the 1980s. They have 
continued since. In the chapter that follows, I put the hESC controversies into 
this context. Starting by sketching out the life form patent controversy in 
Europe and then exploring the European hESC patent debate, I show how 
the system's emerging market-shaping priorities led actors within and around 
it both to the consideration of knowledge that was non-traditional in the 
patent system and to an approach to political legitimacy that incorporated 
openness and responsiveness. I then demonstrate how the US patent system's 
market-making approach led actors within and around it, by contrast, to 
conduct debates around life form, and then hESC, patentability quite nar
rowly, even in the face of both ethical concerns and concerns that such 
patents interfered with efficient market operation. In the United States, the 
patent system was seen as purely technical, based on objective science and 
law, with the implications of patents as lying outside its jurisdiction. It was 
also seen as successful but fragile, so any efforts to change it were dismissed 
for introducing dangerous and intolerable uncertainties into the system. The 
paper is based on qualitative case study analysis conducted from 2007-13, 
which included over 100 interviews with US and European patent office 
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officials, advocacy groups and other stakeholders; document analysis of 
patent office publications, individual patents (and associated documents 
i~cluding challenges and oppositions), and transcripts of Congressional, Par~ 
hamentary and patent office hearings; and participant observation at multiple 
patent office hearings and meetings. 

Europe 

The _European patent system, created with the 1973 European Patent Con
ventJ.~n (EPC), was patterned on its American counterpart and was designed 
to build a pan-European economy that would ensure peace and prosperity in 
the wake of two devastating world wars. It has a European Patent Office 
(EPO), which examines and grants patents and also performs judicial func
tions. An Administrative Council, made up of representatives from member 
countries, oversees the EPO's activities and performs legislative functions. 
Criteria for patentability include novelty, inventive step, non-obviousness 
industrial applicability and sufficient description. This European paten~ 
system operates outside the European Union (EU) and coexists with national 
systems, and must therefore establish and maintain its own political 
legitimacy. 

. The EPC included language that demonstrated a market-shaping orienta
tJ.on, although creators spent little time discussing how this would be inter
p~eted. It created categorical prohibitions in a few areas, including patents on 
diagnostic and therapeutic inventions performed on the body. The implicit 
co~ce~n. was that such patents would harm medical care and physician 
objectivity. It also disallowed patents that violated the ordre public clause. 
Ordre public clauses were a customary addition to pan-European treaties of 
~11 kinds b~cause they allowed signatories some flexibility in legal interpreta
tion (Berruer 1929). They had also appeared in the national patent laws of 
European countries for years; in fact, an ordre public clause appeared in the 
first patent law, the English Statute of Monopolies passed in 1623 (Mills 
2005). However, these clauses were rarely invoked and countries seemed to 
interpret their meaning differently. Given this history, it seemed self-evident to 
the EPC's creators that they would include such a clause and that it would, in 
theory, allow for some limits to the emerging European market and make the 
patent system responsible for determining those limits. This responsibility 
s~emed unimportant to the EPC's creators, however: throughout the negotia
tJ.ons over the EPC the ordre public clause inspired little discussion and crea
tors ~ade no effort to agree on its interpretation (see, for example: 
Committee of Experts on Patents, Council of Europe 1951). In sum, although 
the EPC included market-shaping language, its creators focused on the new 
patent system's market-making capacity. 

In the years that followed, as we shall see below, European Parliamentar
ians and civil society challengers tested the EPC's market-shaping language. 
European patent system officials decided to take on this responsibility, which 
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influenced its definitions of relevant knowledge, expertise and participants 
and, simultaneously, its approach to maintaining political legitimacy. 

Defining the patent system's responsibilities 

As soon as the EPO began to issue life form patents in the early 1980s, citi
zens affiliated with Europe's growing environmental movement expressed 
concerns about the implications of these decisions. Many mobilized simulta
neously against agricultural biotechnology and demanded that governments 
step up their regulatory efforts (Jasanoff 2007; Schurman and Munro 2010). 
They argued that these patents would create monopolistic control over 
genetically modified plants and animals, which could disadvantage small 
farmers and reduce variety in agriculture and the food supply. They also 
worried about ecosystem effects, including reduced biodiversity, if genetically 
modified organisms had greater reproductive fitness. Finally, they worried 
about the moral implications: these patents would create a new kind of own
ership over life forms, perhaps changing the way humans understood and 
valued their relationship to their environment. 

Members of the German Green Party, Green Party members of the Eur
opean Parliament, and Greenpeace used the EPO's opposition mechanism, 
which allowed any third party to challenge any patent within nine months of 
its issue, to fight these patents. These efforts were innovative in two ways. 
First, these challengers transformed the meaning of the opposition mechan
ism, which EPC creators had designed to help competitors avoid litigation by 
resolving patent disputes inside the EPO. Second, they invoked the ordre 
public clause as an argument against patentability for the first time. Through 
these efforts, they sought to define the opposition mechanism as an opportu
nity for public engagement with the patent system and to use the ordre public 
clause to raise social, ethical, economic, ecological and health implications that 
might traditionally be seen as outside the scope of the patent system. Althbugh 
the EPO agreed to hear these oppositions, it generally dismissed them, 
emphasizing its understanding of ordre public as unimportant and irrelevant. 

At the same time, the biotechnology industry was pressuring the European 
Commission to propose legislation to the European Parliament and Council 
harmonizing patent law related to biotechnology inventions (including life 
forms) across the EU. Differences in national patent laws, they argued, would 
slow innovation and economic growth. In response, in 1988 the Commission 
proposed the EU Directive for the Legal Protection of Biotechnological 
Inventions (Biotech Patent Directive, or BPD). The EPO agreed to abide by 
the new legislation voluntarily, even though it was under no obligation to do 
so. It likely did this for two reasons. First, taking a different approach from 
the EU member states might interfere with its goal to promote a pan-European 
economy. Second, the legislation would offer it an external source of legiti
macy, useful at a time when it faced growing scrutiny for its treatment of life 
form patents. 
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Passing t~~ BPD ~roved d~cult. _Parliamentarians from across the spec
trum of political. J?arties took issue with the Commission's proposal simply to 
extend paten:a?~hty to all life forms. Many argued that the patent system 
~ore responsibthty .for the implications of both these patents and the inven
tions that t~ey c~rt!fi~d; and that they had to limit patentability to maximize 
benefits ';hile m1~1~mzmg prob_lems. Like the environmental activists using 
the EPO s opposition mechamsm, many parliamentarians saw the EPC's 
?r~re public clause as the vehicle to justify this discussion. Soon, they were 
JOt~ed by a lar~e. net~~r~ of advocacy groups from across Europe, many of 
which had ?1ob1hzed m1t1.ally through opposition at the EPO. Led by a vari
ety. of environmental groups, these critics included scientists, physicians, 
p~t1ent advocacy groups and ordinary citizens (Emmott 2001). As a result of 
this controversy, the Parliament rejected the Directive in 1995. 

The Commission offered a revised BPD that addressed some of the critics' 
concerns, and in 1.9?8 the Parli~me_nt and European Council approved it. 
~ong other prov1s10ns, the leg1slat10n gave new weight and new specifica
tion to the EPC's ordre public clause by prohibiting inventions that involved 
"commercializatio~ or exploitation" of the human embryo, human genes in 
the bo~y, and anunals for which the suffering outweighed the benefits to 
humamty. Overall, although the interpretation of the ordre public clause was 
far narrower than many Parliamentarians and civil society groups had advo
cated, the BPD articulated - even more clearly than the EPC - an expectation 
that the European patent system would shape the market with consideration 
of its moral, dist~butive and ecological implications. This approach is parti
cularly notable given the emergence of a European political and economic 
order. Through the BPD, European Parliamentarians established their active 
responsiveness to public concerns as they built a common market. In some 
sen.se, this is not surprising. That markets are constitutive to the societies of 
which they are part is more clearly visible in the process of making one 
market out ~f ~any national variants. Taken for granted assumptions about 
market f~ct10nmg get made much more explicit when dealing with markets 
that ~re mtegrated differently into neighboring societies. Thus, the need to 
negotiate the . proper normative relations between European markets and 
European society has long been of central concern to policy officials in 
Brussels. 

The epistemology of ordre public 

hESC patents became controversial soon after the BPD's passage. In Feb
ruary 2000, Gree_npe~ce activists discovered that the EPO had granted a 
patent t~ the ?mvers1ty of Edinburgh covering a method of isolating and 
prop_agatmg ammal embryonic stem cells (Hagmann 2000). They alerted the 
media that the patent covered methods for making human embryonic stem 
cells ~nd transgenic animals including humans, and argued that it violated the 
EPC s ordre public clause and the BPD. They also staged a large protest 
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outside the EPO's main office in Munich, which coincided with a meeting of 
the EPO's Administrative Council. The controversy generated press coverage 
across Europe and placed the EPO under considerable pressure (interview 
with EPO official, 2008). 

Over the next few months, Greenpeace assembled a variety of groups to file 
oppositions against the patent and, in so doing, test how the European patent 
system interpreted its responsibility to the European public. Opponents 
included environmental organizations, a bioethicist, religious groups and pro
life advocates, mostly from Germany and Austria (Abbott and Schmidt 2002). 
Meanwhile, government ministries from Germany, Italy and the Netherlands, 
and a German scientific organization filed separate oppositions (Schiermeier 
2000). Eventually 14 groups opposed the patent, and almost all of them did 
so on moral grounds. Although the University of Edinburgh quickly amended 
the patent to exclude the production of a transgenic human, opponents were 
not satisfied; it still covered production of human embryonic stem cells. 

To make their moral objections, opponents both used familiar types of 
evidence in new ways and introduced new kinds of evidence. Relying on 
national and European laws, they argued that the BPD explicitly forbade 
patents on inventions that involved "the uses of human embryos for industrial 
or commercial purposes" (Okumenischer Rat der Kirchen in 6sterreich 
1999). Although the BPD did not mention hESCs, opponents argued that 
such patents would encourage the creation of a human embryo market. 
German groups also noted that the German Embryo Protection Law outlawed 
the types of manipulation required to use the invention, making it clearly 
contrary to German ordre public and therefore impermissible in Europe 
(Bund Deutscher Hebammen e.V. 2000). Although the EPO was accustomed 
to legal knowledge, its use to prove the violation of ordre public was 
relatively new. 

Opponents also introduced two types of knowledge and expertise less 
familiar to the patent system. First, they referred to public opinion, even 
though the EPO had ruled previously that it was a poor indicator of Eur
opean public order and morality. Greenpeace (2000) submitted over 3,600 
signatures from citizens in Switzerland, Austria and Germany who ques
tioned the patent on moral grounds. Other opponents called attention to the 
European Parliament's March 2000 non-binding resolution that encouraged 
the EU and national governments to file oppositions against the Edinburgh 
and similar patents, seek their revocation, and support a broad review of EPO 
policy (Alliance pour les Droits de la Vie 2000). They argued that European 
citizens and their elected representatives were in the best position to determine 
public order and morality, and had made their voices heard clearly. 

Second, they introduced ethical knowledge and expertise, including reports 
from European ethics committees, scholarly and media articles, and state
ments from experts in moral and political philosophy. Kein Patent Auf Leben 
(No Patents on Life), for example, submitted the Danish Council of Ethics' 
report (2005) entitled "The Ethics of Patenting Human Genes and Stem 
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Cells," which recommend extreme caution and strong limits if hESC patents 
were allowed. 

In its initial reply to the opposition, the University of Edinburgh (2001) 
argued that debates about morality were beyond the EPO's scope, and that 
ordre public was meant to cover a narrow range of issues. When the EPO's 
Opposi~ion ~ivision ~nnounced that it would hold oral proceedings, however, 
the Umversity of Edmburgh (2002) must have realized that it would have to 
en~age: in its next reply, it implicitly accepted the relevance of both legal and 
ethical knowledge when it used them to argue that its patent did not violate 
ordre public. It argued that the BPD said nothing about hESCs, claimed that 
hES~s could not be contrary to ordre public because they had substantial 
medical benefits, and that the European Group on Ethics in Science and New 
Technologies (EGE) had concluded that hESC patents were "ethically accep
table." In other words, commodifying hESC patents was morally acceptable 
and socially beneficial. The European debate over hESC patentability now 
~ocused not on whether, but on how, to evaluate the public interest and morality 
m the context of patent law. 

The EPO (2003) decided to exclude hESCs and the processes of making 
them from patentability, which would discourage their valuation in the mar
ketpl~ce. It ~ade _this decision both because the patent did not sufficiently 
describe ~he mvent10n ~nd because patents on the processes of making human 
embr~omc stem_cells violated the ordre public clause. It based its judgment on 
legal i~terpretat~~n, but acknowledged the relevance of ethical knowledge and 
expertise to decision making about ordre public. It also gave further meaning 
to the clause, by interpreting the BPD's prohibition on the industrial or 
commercial exploitation of embryos in the context of its recitals. These reci
t~ls, _it argued_, demonstrated legislative intent (although they were not legally 
bmdmg). Recital 16 states that "the human body, at any stage in its formation 
or development, including germ cells ... cannot be patented"; Recital 38 states 
that "processes, the use of which offend against human dignity, such as pro
cesses to produce chimeras from germ cells or totipotent cells of humans and 
a?imals, are obviously also excluded from patentability"; and Recital 42 pro
vid~s an excep_tion for "inventions for therapeutic and diagnostic purposes 
which are apphed to the human embryo and are useful to it." 

The EPO dismissed the national legal evidence presented, noting that it had 
already ruled in a previous decision that ordre public should be defined in 
European terms. Similarly, it dismissed the thousands of signatures submitted 
by oppone?ts as not reflecting Europe as a whole. However, it accepted much 
of the ethical k~owledge and expertise offered, and acknowledged that the 
BPD had established the EGE as an expert body relevant to the ethics of 
pate~ts. It ~rgued, ~owever, that the EGE's report on hESC patents was illogical 
and mconsistent with the general principles of patent law. 

As the EPO took on an active responsibility in determining (and enforcing) 
the moral limits of the market, it defined the types of knowledge that were 
relevant to this determination. It relied on language in European laws and 
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acknowledged the relevance of ethical knowledge and reasoning, but it dis
missed national laws and public opinion. These moves emerged with a specific 
approach to political legitimacy that emphasized both reliance on legal rules 
that ordered and made transparent its activities, and responsiveness defined 
by the consideration of ethical principles. They also suggested that the 
domain - and perhaps Europe more broadly - would privilege legal and 
ethical knowledge in the determination of the newly emerging European 
public interest. 

The WARF patent tests the European approach 

As the Edinburgh patent opposition made its way through the EPO, the 
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation (WARF) applied for a European 
patent covering primate embryonic stem cells and methods of making them. 
This was based on University of Wisconsin scientist James Thomson's work, 
announced in 1998. The EPO's examiners immediately rejected the patent on 
the basis of the Edinburgh decision. WARF appealed, and eventually the 
Enlarged Board of Appeal, the EPO's highest judiciary body made up of 
experienced patent examiners and patent lawyers, ag:eed ~o ~ear t~e cas·e" 

The advocacy groups, religious organizations, social scientists, b10eth1c1sts, 
patent lawyers, government ministries and citizens who had mobilized against 
the Edinburgh patent were among the many individuals and groups who 
submitted thousands of pages of amicus briefs (with hundreds of thousands of 
signatures) against the WARF patent. These briefs, like the Edinburgh opposi
tions, used various types of evidence and expertise. Many invoked the same 
sources of moral knowledge and public opinion as in the Edinburgh case, but 
extended them. The European Center for Law and Justice, for example, 
argued that the WARF patents violated European legal protections of ~uman 
dignity (Kiska 2006). In support it cited the various European Parliament 
resolutions against patents on germ and stem cells, embryos and genes, the 
EU's Charter of Fundamental Rights, and the European Convention on 
Human Rights. This submission was notable because it invoked European 
legal and moral positions beyond patent and innovation policy, connecting 
the system to other areas of law and policy. . 

WARF and its supporters, including patent lawyers and representatives of 
the UK and European biotechnology industries, submitted amicus briefs in 
response (epi: Institute of Professional Representatives before the European 
Patent Office 2006). They did not question the European patent system's 
responsibility to shape the market to maximize its bene~ts. ~ather, ~hey 
emphasized the benefits of hESCs and hESC patents by mvokmg ethical, 
scientific and legal knowledge. 

In a rare move the president of the EPO also weighed in (Pompidou 2006). 
He acknowledged that patent systems were not morally neutral, which most 
patent officials and insiders were reluctant to do, noting: "the granting of a 
patent invention is often perceived to be an official endorsement of or reward 
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for a particular invention." His statement underscored the European patent 
system's market-shaping philosophy, which implicitly validated both its 
epistemology and its approach to political legitimacy. 

In 2009, the Enlarged Board of Appeal prohibited the WARF patent. 
Again, it based its decision on a broad interpretation of the BPD. In 2011, the 
European Court of Justice implicitly certified the EPO's approach when it 
ruled in a separate case that hESCs were unpatentable, based on both the 
BPD and the EU Constitution that established a right to human dignity. 

The European patent system is designed to support the European common 
market and foster economic growth, but as it has developed, it has taken on the 
responsibility for shaping this market with the maintenance of European 
public morality in decision makers' minds. It has interpreted this approach by 
considering multiple forms of knowledge (but privileging legal, scientific, 
industrial, and now ethical). In doing this, it seeks to achieve political legiti
macy by demonstrating both responsiveness and adherence to clear rules. 
Through this process, it is solidifying a constituency that includes all Eur
opean citizens and shaping a European morality focused on bioethical concerns 
and maintaining a right to human dignity. 

United States 

The US patent system has a longer history than its European counterpart. It 
was envisioned in the Constitution as an engine that could serve society by 
encouraging invention, which would stimulate and expand the marketplace. 
Many of the founders also argued that inventors had a natural "right" to 
their inventions (Walterscheid 1995). What the United States built as a result 
of this market-making philosophy was a patent system that created a minimal 
role for government and assigned considerable power to market actors. A 
central bureaucracy, the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO), would certify 
patentability in a transparent and reliable manner, based on science and the 
law. The PTO, however, had very limited authority; it lacked, for example, 
substantive rule-making authority and its technically trained examiners 
were under such heavy stress that they invariably took a broad approach to 
patentability with the assumption that market actors would take any disputes 
over an invention's patentability to the courts. However, they would have to 
have the resources to do this. 

The US and European systems' patentability criteria are substantially 
similar. The United States even has an unofficial analog to the ordre public 
clause: in 1817 the Supreme Court ruled that the PTO should not issue 
patents on inventions deemed "frivolous or injurious to the well-being, good 
policy, or good morals of society." However, the court defined this "moral 
utility" doctrine quite narrowly, and subsequent courts were clearly uncom
fortable with this social consideration in patent law. Over the next decades the 
courts and legal scholars decided that so long as an invention could 
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demonstrate a single benefit, it was patentable. By the time life form patents 
became controversial, it had fallen out of favor completely (Smith 2003). 

The US history of hESC patents began almost two decades before the first 
related patent was filed. In 1980, the US Supreme Court co~sidered the 
patentability of life forms in the Diamond v. Chakrab~rt~ ~ase. B1?tec~ology 
companies, patent law associations, universities and md1v1dual sc1entls~s fi~ed 
amicus briefs in support, arguing that such patents would encourage sc1ent1fic 
progress, growtt in the biotechnology industry and the ec.on?my overall. The 
People's Business Commission (PBC), led by Jeremy R1fkm, _a well-known 
critic of the biotechnology industry, filed the lone opposmg bnef, supported 
by a handful of environmental and international development groups. ~he 
brief raised the same issues as the European patent system challengers, calling 
attention to the negative moral, distributive and ecological implications of life 
form patents. It did not, however, invoke the moral utility doctrine. Unlike its 
European counterparts, the PBC and its supporters did not seem to see it as 
providing a viable vehicle for stimulating serious deb~te'. . . 

The Supreme Court agreed (5-4) with the maJo:,1t~ of ~m1c~s bnefs, 
deciding that "anything under the sun made by man, mcludmg hfe forms, 
was patentable. As it did so, it certified the patent .system's. focus. on market 
making, and its laissez-faire stance towards the kinds of mvent1ons valued 
and exchanged within that market. Although the Supreme Court suggested 
that Congress could take up the concerns raised by Rifkin, it chose not to do 
so. This reinforced the definition of the patent system as a narrow legal and 
technical domain, in which only knowledge about patent law, science related to 
patentability, and the market experience were relevant. Si~ultaneo~ly, the 
source of patent system institutions' political legitimacy remamed their proce
dural objectivity and resistance to challenge and change (Parthasarathy 2.010). 

This ruling justified patents on genetically modified plants and ammals, 
genes and, in the late 1990s, hESCs. In fact, altho.ugh Thoms.on'~ announce
ment that he isolated and propagated hESCs m culture mst1gated con
troversies about the ethics of this area of research (Wertz 2002; Holland et al. 
2001) and about the patentability of hESCs, these two de?ates proc~eded 
almost completely separately. It was as if those concerned with t~e ethics of 
hESC research did not see the patent system as a moral domam, or as a 
policy domain they could influence. The few who tried to connect the two 
issues were largely dismissed. 

The hESC patent debate focused on concerns that Thomson's arrangement 
with biotechnology company Geron would stifle the innovatio~ proc~~s and 
increase the costs of downstream stem cell therapies. Geron - m add1t10n to 
the US National Institutes of Health (NIH) - had funded Thomson's work 
with the agreement that it would have exclusive licenses on resulting paten:s 
(Resnik 1999; Golden 2010). The system's traditional stakeholders and. de~1-
sion makers, and the rules, practices and themes they developed, made it dif
ficult to raise and sustain a discussion about the morality of patents. However, 
it seemed acceptable to ask whether the market was operating efficiently. 
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Keeping ethical concerns irrelevant 

These market concerns achieved some attention. In 1998, Arlen Specter, chair 
of the Senate Subcommittee on Labor, Health and Human Services, Educa
tion and Related Agencies, convened three days of hearings to discuss gov
ernance of hESC research and of related technological development. Specter, 
a Republican from Pennsylvania, was a strong supporter of biomedical 
research and NIH funding, and well aware of the various hESC controversies. 
As subcommittee chairman, he could determine how the hearings would be 
structured and who would be invited to testify. 

The hearing covered both ethical and patent issues, but Specter saw them 
as separate. In his introductory statement, he stated: "The discussion which 
we will be initiating today, or carrying forward today, is one which will chal
lenge ethicists and theologians as well as Senators and members of the House. 
The collateral question arises as to whether these procedures may be paten
ted" (Subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, United States 
Senate 1998, 2, emphasis added). This division was also clear from the hear
ing schedule. The first day began with testimony about the state of hESC 
research and its promise for science and healthcare. Later, a patient advocate, 
the director of the National Bioethics Advisory Commission and an associate 
director from the National Conference of Catholic Bishops testified about 
the ethical controversy. The second day addressed intellectual property issues. 
It focused on concerns about the WARF/Geron patents with the director of 
the Office of Technology Transfer for the NIH, the acting commissioner of 
the PTO, a representative from the Biotechnology Industry Organization 
(BIO), and stem cell scientists as witnesses. 

Almost immediately, then, Specter had framed the debate quite differently 
from either those in the European Parliament or the decision makers at the 
EPO. Despite the existence of a moral utility doctrine, the moral concerns 
raised in the Chakrabarty case, and the nature of the US hESC research 
controversy, Specter and his colleagues saw the moral dimensions of the 
patents as irrelevant. They focused exclusively on whether hESC patents 
would stifle innovation. To evaluate the importance of this concern, he relied 
on the expertise of participants in the hESC marketplace and a patent system 
official. Not surprisingly, the representatives from the PTO and the BIO 
argued strongly that these patents were pivotal to encourage innovation. The 
NIH representative generally agreed with the other witnesses, but also noted 
vaguely that occasionally patents created additional hurdles for researchers. 

Over the next few years, both the House of Representatives and the Senate 
held many more hearings on the hESC research controversy, with some 
addressing patent issues. These continued to focus on potential hurdles for 
researchers and invited industry representatives as well as scientists, patent 
lawyers and technology transfer officers from inside and outside government 
(often the same individuals) to testify. 
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Expressions of moral concern about the hESC patents emerged very occa
sionally in Congress, but they were always dismissed quickly. In 2002, Senator 
Sam Brownback (R-KS), a well-known abortion opponent, suggested an 
amendment - which never came to a vote - that would ban patents on the 
processes and products of human cloning (which could include hESCs). Two 
years later, another abortion opponent, Rep. Dave Weldon (R-FL), prohibited 
the patenting of humans through an amendment to an appropriations bill. 
After the BIO (2003) vigorously opposed it, Weldon quickly reduced his ambi
tions. He stated that his intent was not to change existing patent policy, and the 
PTO commissioner noted that he understood the Weldon amendment to be 
identical to current US policy (United States House of Representatives: H2274). 

Neither Brownback nor Weldon (nor like-minded stakeholders) were ever 
invited to discuss their concerns about hESC patents in any Congressional 
hearing. On occasion, however, witnesses invited to discuss other matters 
tried to raise issues about the ethics of patenting hESCs. During a 2002 
hearing on human cloning held before the Senate Judiciary Committee, 
Andrew Kimbrell, executive director of the Washington, DC-based Interna
tional Center for Technology Assessment, which focused on the social impli
cations of technology, argued that patents related to human cloning 
technology (including hESCs) would lead to a human embryo market: 
"Clearly if we sold the Congressional Medals of Honor we would degrade the 
meaning of this honor. If the Nobel Prize were up for sale it would cease to 
have meaning. If we buy and sell children we corrupt and demean the mean
ing of parenthood. Just so if we allow the patenting and sale of human 
embryos and human eggs we corrupt and demean what it means to be 
human" (Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate 2002, 43). Legis
lators did not respond to Kimbrell. His concerns about commodification, 
which inspired policy and legal action in Europe, fell on deaf ears. Decision 
makers saw the US patent system as a technical policy domain that defined 
the broad contours of the market, and bore no responsibility for moral 
concerns. However, legislators did not propose an intervention to deal with 
concerns about the emerging market inefficiencies either, perhaps convinced 
by insider testimony that there was no problem at all. 

Experiential expertise and minimal market intervention 

Meanwhile, in November 2004, California voters approved a referendum 
authorizing the state to spend $3 billion in bonds to fund stem cell research. 
Before the newly created California Institute for Regenerative Medicine 
(CIRM) could dispense the funds, however, it would have to decide how it 
would treat the intellectual property generated from the work. It tried initially 
to enact a new market philosophy that presumed a more active role for itself, 
but more experienced market players quickly deployed their experiential 
expertise to dissuade any approaches that interfered with the free functioning 
of the market. 
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California's interest in developing a different philosophy towards the gov
ernance of intellectual property was clear from the referendum's text. It 
framed its appro~ch to intellectual property as a balance. The state sought to 
profit from royalties, patents and licensing fees that resulted from the research 
it funded and to advance its biotechnology industry, while fostering the 
development of low-cost therapies that would "significantly reduce state 
h~alth care costs in the future" (Section 3) and "balance the opportunity ... 
":1th the need to. assure that essential medical research is not unreasonably 
hin~ered by the mtellectual property agreements" (Article 1) (State of Cali
f~rnia 2004). Unlike national policymakers and traditional market players, it 
did not assume that the market would provide this access if it played a mini
mal, certifying role. It also seemed to take a different approach from most 
othe~ funding bodies. They usually followed the 1980 Bayh-Dole Act, which 
reqmred US federal funding agencies to relinquish interest in all patents that 
resulted from their grants or contracts. 

CIRM c_reated ~he Intellectual Property Task Force to codify this balancing 
approach m an mtellectual property policy that would govern its grants, 
contracts and loans to both non-profit and for-profit organizations. The 
~embership of t.!1e Task Force included representatives from the university, 
mdustry and patient advocacy communities. At the first meeting, Task Force 
me~bers expressed concerns about the negative impact of patents on inno
vat10n and healthcare access. Jeff Sheehy, a longtime AIDS activist who 
wo~ks a~ the director ?f communications for AIDS research at University of 
Califorrua, San Francisco, emphasized the importance of widespread access 
to hESC technologies: "We're missing in this whole scheme something that 
re~lly talks to someone who's a patient in California and says that they're 
gomg to benefit for foregoing $3 billion that could go into Medi-Cal 
tomorrow, they could go into healthy families tomorrow, and that's what 
we're missing in this equation" (Intellectual Property Task Force, CIRM 
2006, 91). 

T~e Task Force hear? from a number of witnesses as it developed its policy. 
While most urged caution about any rules that departed from the traditional 
hands-off approach of US funding bodies, a few advocated a more active role. 
University of Michigan Law Professor Rebecca Eisenberg, who had co
a~thored a heavily cited article that warned that the issuance of too many 
biotechnology patents would stifle innovation (Heller and Eisenberg 1998), 
suggested that CIRM create an exemption that would allow researchers to 
work wit~out fear of patent infringement (Eisenberg 2005). Two groups who 
~haracter~ed themselves as representing citizen perspectives and the public 
mterest remforced these concerns, focusing on ensuring benefits to California 
taxpayers through efficient management and access to the technologies that 
resul.ted f:om the research. Neither discussed the moral issues raised by com
modificatton, even though one of them, the California-based Center for 
Genetics and Society (CGS), had raised them earlier, had ties to Kimbrell 
and would later criticize CIRM's proposal to pay female donors to provid~ 
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eggs for research (CGS 2008). These groups seemed to conclude that other 
arguments would be more successful in the patent domain, and that other 
parts of the government's technology policy apparatus should deal with its 
commodification concerns. 

In February 2006, the Task Force issued a draft policy that incorporated 
multiple novel elements in approaching patents and the public interest. It 
encouraged broad licensing of patented inventions, required inventors to share 
with CIRM 25% of patent-related revenues (minus the percentage paid to the 
inventor), ensured that California research institutions could use patented 
inventions at no cost, and mandated pricing of therapies and diagnostics at or 
below the federal Medicaid price. 

California's biotechnology industry immediately opposed it, warning of 
the perils of changing the existing system. As it did this, it emphasized its 
own experiential expertise and CIRM's lack of knowledge on matters 
related to innovation and intellectual property. The California Healthcare 
Institute (2006, 2), which represents California's biomedical research industry, 
noted: 

During the past thirty years, California biotechnology companies have 
licensed hundreds of inventions from academic institutions. The lesson 
from this collective experience is that stakeholders - researchers and 
research organizations, industry and other licensees, and venture capital 
investors - value transparency in licensing and technology transfer 
agreements. Biotechnology is inherently risky. Any aspect of a technology 
transfer contract that increases risk, particularly by adding an element of 
uncertainty, makes it less attractive to potential partners and investors 
and thus reduces the prospects for successful commercial collaboration. 

Task Force members responded by softening their positions. Jeff Sheehy, who 
had advocated broad and creative thinking initially, agreed that the Task 
Force lacked the relevant expertise to propose what he now saw as a risky 
approach: "This seems to be occupying a lot of really smart people in 
Washington and other places, and they haven't got the answer yet. And I 
don't think we - there are places we can exert leadership and ought to. It was 
bold of us to try in this field, but I'm not convinced, if there's an economic 
cost to the state of California, that I can in good conscience go forward with 
that" (Intellectual Property Task Force, CIRM 2006, 47). Others joined him, 
worrying that the novel approach to patents would hurt the innovation pro
cess. More experienced market players had convinced them that any attempts 
to shape the market would make it unpredictable, thereby reducing its power 
to produce socially beneficial inventions. Indeed, they too believed that the 
unfettered market led to more benefits than problems. 

In the end, the Task Force essentially left the market alone. It eliminated 
the research exemption, and softened the other new elements significantly. 
The traditional market players had used their experiential expertise 
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successfully to argue that although CIRM had the power to shape the domain 
and had some support from legal scholars to do so, its ignorance should 
prevent it from taking any "risky" actions. As they did this, they argued that 
attempts to shape the market would create intolerable uncertainties that 
would reduce the legitimacy of the system. 

Transforming bureaucratic rules? 

Unsatisfied by CIRM's approach, public interest groups tried another tactic. 
Representatives from the California-based Foundation for Taxpayer and 
Consumer Rights, which had fashioned itself as CIRM's watchdog, joined the 
Public Patent Foundation (PubPat) to ask the PTO to "re-examine" the 
WARF patents (personal communication with a Foundation for Taxpayer 
and Consumer Rights representative, 2009). The PTO's re-examination pro
cedure, like the EPO's opposition mechanism, was designed to help the 
bureaucracy correct errors while avoiding lengthy litigation. However, it was 
much narrower in scope than its European counterpart and had not played 
the same role as an advocacy tool. Any third party could request re-examination, 
but only on the grounds that the PTO missed some "prior art" in its exam
ination. This maintained the system's narrow scope and its procedural objec
tivity; if a technology were not an invention after all, then the re-examination 
process would correct the technical error and exclude it from the patent 
system. For patents issued before 1999, third parties could not participate 
once the PTO began its review, emphasizing the mechanism's focus on 
correcting bureaucratic errors. 

Daniel Ravicher, a patent lawyer who established PubPat in the early 2000s 
because he felt that the public's interests were not adequately represented in 
the patent system (Public Patent Foundation 2009), had achieved moderate 
success in previous re-examination requests of similar social, scientific and 
medical significance (Kintisch 2005). Although the re-examination procedure 
did not seem to provide an opportunity to discuss public interest concerns, 
PubPat's formal request regarding the WARF patents raised concerns 
regarding their impact (Public Patent Foundation 2006). Like Specter and 
CIRM's Task Force, it focused on market efficiency: 

These three patents, which broadly claim any primate or human ES 
[embryonic stem] cell, are being widely and aggressively asserted by their 
owner against every human ES cell researcher in the United States ... This 
not only harms scientific advance here in the United States, it also has a 
harmful economic impact on Americans by diverting taxpayer dollars 
meant for research to pay for licensing fees ... Although these scientific 
and economic concerns are admittedly not grounds to grant this request 
for reexamination, FTCR [Foundation for Taxpayer and Consumer 
Rights] respectfully requests that they be considered . .. 

(Public Patent Foundation 2006, 2) 
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It is possible that the FTCR and PubPat thought that reminding the PTO of 
these public concerns might shape its decision making. The FTCR and Ravi
cher knew that these arguments would likely resonate in the public arena 
(more than the technical arguments focused on novelty). It is notable, then, 
that in his discussion of public harm, Ravicher did not mention ethical issues. 
This was not because he saw a separation between ethics and patent law; a 
few years later - in the midst of growing public concern about the morality of 
patenting human genes - he unsuccessfully invoked the moral utility doctrine 
to challenge Monsanto's patents on genetically modified crops (OGSATA et 
al. v. Monsanto 2011). Rather, it was likely that he saw that other arguments 
would be stronger in both the patent and public spheres given how the 
responsibilities of the patent system are and have historically been understood. 

When the PTO granted Ravicher's re-examination request, it dismissed 
issues of public harm as irrelevant immediately: "The third party discussion 
of Harm caused .. .is clearly outside the scope of reexamination and thus has 
no bearing on the raising of SNQ [significant new questions]." To the PTO, 
only legal and scientific evidence related to "prior art" were relevant, and this 
focus again reinforced the narrow scope of the domain. Although the FTCR 
and Ravicher were unable to create any space for a discussion of other 
approaches to the public interest, however, their request was successful. The 
PTO revoked all of WARF's hESC patents, agreeing that they were not novel. 
These revocations were appealed, and partially reinstated. However, after the 
Supreme Court ruled in AMP v. Myriad (2013) that human genes are unpa
tentable because they are "products of nature," PubPat quickly asked an 
appeals court to invalidate the hESC patents on the same basis. 

In the United States, institutions at both the national and state levels had 
the power to shape hESC patents and the resulting market, but they played a 
minimal role. The PTO certified the inventions, and older market players used 
experiential expertise to dissuade Congress or CIRM from adding any rules 
to shape the market further. They also used this experiential expertise to 
convince these governing bodies that an unfettered market would achieve 
social benefit, and any changes would create dangerous uncertainties. As the 
domain privileged legal, scientific and experiential knowledge, it continued to 
base its political legitimacy on its procedural objectivity, the durability of its 
market rules and its minimal market involvement. It was a narrow technical 
domain that maintained its power by keeping itself separate from controversial 
"regulatory" issues. 

Conclusion 

The US and European patent systems seem similar on the surface, with their 
differences - including their approaches to the patentability of hESCs - simply 
the result of minor legal quirks. When compared using a co-productionist 
lens, however, a different picture emerges. This chapter has revealed the dif
ferent evolving understandings of the role of the patent system and 
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government more generally in shaping technology and the market and in 
serving s?ciety, that characterize the United States and Europe tod~y in the 
field of b10tech_nology. These understandings have real consequences, shaping 
how the doma_ms define both policy-relevant knowledge and political legiti
macy. Interact10ns among actors within the hESC patent debate worked to 
reinforce, over time, the market-making idealization of the US patent system 
focused on market efficiency, and resting on legal, scientific and experiential 
ma:~et kno~ledge. With this epistemological focus came an approach to 
political legitimacy that focused on minimal market intervention procedural 
objectivity and predictable rules. By contrast, the European hESC patent 
debate to.ok. a very different direction, focused on elevating the significance of 
and specifymg the ordre public clause and the consideration of both ethical 
knowledge and the law beyond the patent system, helping to draw out, 
strengthen, and give form and meaning to a market-shaping orientation in 
Eu~~pean ~i~ic epistemology. This approach suggested an understanding of 
political legitlillacy that balanced minimal market intervention predictable rules 
and ~rocedural objectivity against openness and responsiven~~s to the public. 

This chapter also demonstrates the utility of an interpretive, cross-national 
approach for ~onducting policy-relevant co-productionist analysis. By putting 
the controversies over the patentability of the same object side by side, we can 
unravel how the coupled normative and epistemic dimensions of the policy 
process evolve over time, providing deeper insights into the character of 
existing regulatory regimes and the processes through which they constrain 
and embrace scientific and legal innovation. This can be useful for under
standing the scope of options available for both political mobilization and 
policy change. 
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